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THE EAST GRINSTEAD SOCIETY
The Society was founded in 1968 to protect and improve the amenities of East
The town has a long history and a unique archiGrinstead and its environs.
It should
tectural heritage, entrusted for the time being to our generation.
be our concern that such contributions as we in turn make are worthy of the

past and a fitting bequest to the future.
It produces a
The Society arranges regular talks, discussions and visits.
bi-annual. Bulletin of articles of local interest and a thrice-yearly NewsletIts 1969 report on the High Street conservation area was well received
ter.
as a basis for future policy. It is very active in monitoring all planning
applications and making representations to the authorities on planning issues.
It has held six exhibitions, published a book of reminiscences, three sets of
postcards reproducing old photographs and two town trails, planted trees, restored the churchyard railings, produced surveys of trees, seats and equipment
in playgrounds, presented a seat to Sackville College, put up a plaque commemorating a bombing tragedy and guide-maps to the historic High Street and, with
the Town Council, established the now independent Town Museum.
The Society is registered as a charity (no.257870) and with the Civic Trust
A copy of its
and is a member of the Federation of Sussex Amenity Societies.
Constitution is available on request.
The strength of such a society lies in the extent to which it can be seen to
represent public opinion; the larger membership the greater influence.
The
subscription is £10 p.a., renewable on 1 January every year (except by those
joining on or after 1 October).
Persons wishing only to receive the Bulletin
can do so at a special rate of £5 per calendar year, payable in advance to the
Editor (address on cover).
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THE BULLETIN OF THE EAST GRINSTEAD SOCIETY

No-65 (Autumn 1998)

EDITORIAL
With subscribers from as far away as Scotland and the Channel
Islands as well as various parts of England our Bulletin is consolidating its reputation without, we hope, losing its general inTo ensure its continuing value, everyone
terest for townspeople.
can offer something: comments, queries, criticisms, information,
short pieces or articles.
COVER PICTURE: Moat Church, from its June 1941 magazine, chosen
to complement the article and notes on pp.11 and 16 below. The
building is discussed in Bulletin 5 (Jan-1971) and its history is
told in N.E.Jones, 100 Years of Moat (1971).
TWENTY FIVE YEARS AGO: Bulletin 13 (Autumn 1973), the first after
the launch of a separate Newsletter, was consequently slimmer than
before, with local history forming the bulk of the subject matter.
Contributors argued against the title Town Mayor and our fighting
on contemporary issues.
Newsletter 1 (September) reflected concern at the creation of eight flats at Standen, to enable the National Trust to fund its running, and reported positive responses
to the Society's summer exhibition, 'Discover Your Town', devoted
to current and impending developments.
No.2 (November) announced
a proposed increase in subscriptions, the first since our foundation in 1968, and reported a good reception for our Reminiscences
of East Grinstead, 1893-1914.
(The Reminiscences are long out of print but copies of the exhibition programme are available from the Editor, 40 n.p. post free.)
EAST GRINSTEAD'S FIRSTS (2): Thanks to Mr Keith Clapton's efforts
in having the plaque illustrated here put up at
East Court this August we now have a permanent reminder that it was a local man, born at North End,
who won the first V.C. of the First World War not
awarded to an officer.
(The first officer,
Lieut. Deese, won his V.C. in the same feat.)
AND LASTS (2): North End also saw the last
flying bomb of the Second World War, at 8 a.m. on
Sunday 25 March 1945.
Casualties were extremely
light but damage to property considerable.
[The
War in East Sussex (Lewes, 1945, p.371
NEW NAMES:
The development in progress on the site of Halsford
Park House is to be called The Stennings, as suggested by Mr Keith
Brown, after the family who, owning most of the land in that part
of the town, built the house and developed North End.
Calling
the housing replacing Highfield School after that building's name
when a private house, Twyhurst, is also due to Mr Brown.
Firbank
Way, chosen in 1997 for the road separating Sainsburys and the
station to commemorate Joseph Firbank, the contractor for the Lewes and East Grinstead Railway, was suggested by Mr M.J.Leppard.
GEDDIT?: One wonders how many would-be wrongdoers, when the police houses were built in Holtye Avenue in the 50s, got the message
from the name-plate at the end of the road opposite - Copse Close.
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M. J . Leppard
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This subject
has already been
tackled briefly by
Mr P.D.Wood [1] and
Mr LT.Stapleton [2]
from topographical
evidence for the
common and ancient
tracks.
This article attempts to add
another dimension,
principally from
place-name evidence.
The standard work on
Sussex place-names
[3], hitherto relied
on, does not distinguish four different
though overlapping
applications here of
the name Ashurst or
realise that the
form Ashurst Wood is
not found before the
mid-16th century.
rts first two references, moreover,
must be disregarded.

To take them first: foresta de Esseherst, cited from the
pipe rolls in 1164, seems to be misapplied, for foresta does not
mean wood but forest, a legal technical term.
To establish for
sure where it does belong one would have to consult the original
roll; meanwhile it is unsafe to use it as evidence here.
Roscum
de Aisherst, from the same source in 1189, does mean wood of Ashurst but published quotation and discussion of the relevant passage [4] shows clearly that it does not belong in our area and probably not even elsewhere in Sussex either.
In authentic references Ashurst can he either the tithing or
the common or the manor of that name or, later and usually as Ashurst Wood, the hamlet or village.
The addition of Wood and the
alternatives to Ashurst discussed below no doubt originally served
to clarify these distinctions but to us they can be confusing.
The tithing, one of the four subdivisions of the hundred of
East Grinstead, is first recorded, as Aschurst, in 1285, as are
the other three: Brambletye, Tmberhorne and Shovelstrode [5].
Its extent cannot be determined but toponymic surnames listed in
it in the 13th and 14th centuries show it embraced Fairlight, Gotwick, several places whose location is unknown (including Royshedde, Burnsted, Isecombe, Smokham and Walesbergh) and also Hazelden, 2½ miles west of the hamlet [6].
This last is explicitly
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stated in an inquest of 1524 (John Elys, husbandman, hanged himself on an oak 'in Ilasillisden Grove in Ashurst tithing' [7]) and
was still the case in 1703 [8]. in 1316 the tithing was held by
John 'at Welle' [9], discussed below.
The common was undoubtedly where the tithing would have met
to transact its business.
Tithings and hundreds seem to be of
pre-Conquest origin, so Tshurst Wood common may be of that age
too.
It is first mentioned, however, in 1317 when the street
from Berklegh to 'a common pasture called Esherst' marks a boundary in a deed in the Lewes chartulary [10].
(If we could identify Berklegh we might establish more about the early topography of
the area.)
As late as 1802 'a certain common and waste land
called Pshurst Wood' was still unenclosed [11] and enough seems to
have remained open in 1851 for the census to record three families
Its apof vagrants in tents, apparently near the Three Crowns.
proximate bounds have been calculated from field-names and
sketched by Mr Stapleton [12] and thence roughly transcribed by me
The haphazard
onto the modern street map reproduced opposite.
road pattern, like the locations and quality of the early buildings, shows clearly the village's origins on and around the common
as explained in Mr Wood's article.
Th€ manor is first met in c.1230 when William son of Walter
leased to William de Waux for 20s. a year 'all my land of I1ashirst
with all its appurtenances ... namely ... liberties, homages and
customs and all other things' [13].
These are clearly manorial
About five
privileges, even though the word 'manor' is not used.
years later William son of Walter gave this rent to Lewes Priory
together with any related perquisites [14].
De Waux's frenchified name was now given in a latinised form, de Waldis, discussed
below.
The manor of Assehurst is next mentioned in a property
deal in 1527-28 [15].
Thereafter various alternative names appear in references to
the manor: Ashurst Wold alias Walhyll alias Wylde, c.1560 [16];
shehurst alias Gre(i)nsted Weild alias Walehill or Walihill, 1612
-54 [17]; Ashurst alias Walihill, 1685 and 1732 [18]; Weild alias Walihill, 1711 [19]; Pshurst or Grinsted Wild or Walhill, 1802
[ 2 0].
Wold in the first citation must be either a mistranscription of Wood or a variant of Wald/Weild, etc., discussed below.
Grinsted in the others is probably an indication of the hundred
and/or parish in which the manor lay rather than (as Mr Wood implied) of some jurisdiction over the wald/weild by the hundred,
parish or town.
Chantry
These alternatives have their own earlier history.
records of 1548 and 49 speak of the manor of Waidhyll, Welde or
Welldenn [21] and Greinstedd Weild alias Waihill is found in 1553
The statement in those chantry records that part of Brock[22].
hurst paid a quit rent to this manor makes it clear that the reference in a 1337 inquest to Rrockhurst in Walda is to it rather
than to the Weald as the Place-Name Society claims [23].
Nevertheless, weald as a common noun, referring in Middle
English to open and often waste ground, is the correct interpretation of Walda here and is also the word appearing as Weild, Wild,
The land denoted can only be that which SWWold and Wylde above.

vived as the common, and it must be that the variant names of the
manor co-existed long before the mid-16th century rather than that
two previously distinct manors were then combined.
This identity
is confirmed when it is seen that the same word lies behind the
French, Latin and English versions of the surname cited above: de
T'Jaux, de Waldis and

Welle'

at

(see

next paragraph) repectively.

Thus Walter de Waldis, son and heir of William of the donation of c.1235 mentioned above, witnesses various transactions in
the Lewes chartulary from 1255 to 1271 [241 and, as the collector
for Whalesbeech, is a juror on the inquest in 1265 into the effects of the Barons' War [25].
Simon de Walde is a witness in
1292 [26]. John atte Welde appears in the chartulary in 1316-17
[27], in the subsidy in 1327 [28] and at an inquest in 1326 [29].
He is undoubtedly the John 'at Welle' (probably a mistranscription) who held the tithing in 1316.
William atte Welde was one
of William atte So].ere's landlords in 1349 [30].
It is curious
that no-one of the name appears in the 1296 and 1332 subsidies.
That the same word forms the first element of Wallhill is also probable, though the Wale- forms, as from Walehill in c.1535
[31], suggest a connection with Whalesbeech and Whalesborrow.
Wald- forms go back to 1546 when John Payne mentions 'my farm the
Wald' and 'the Waidhyll' in his will [32].
The earliest mention
is as Walbill in 1508 in the will of an earlier John Payne [33].
References to the Welde in 1579 [34] and the Wilde in 1597/8 [35]
must be to the same property or area.
It looks as if the Wald of
the 13th and 14th centuries gave its name to the hill and the road
down it and then in the 16th century Wallhill took over as the
name of the farm.
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It is a complication that no manor of Pshurst or Wald is named in
Domesday Book.
Either it was not
yet formed or it bore another name.
T have argued elsewhere for Walihill
Farm (map left, based on tithe award,
1843) as the original of Domesday's
Sperchedene [ 3 6].
It sits nicely
near the conjectured southern edge of
Ashurst Wood common, and one would
expect a Domesday manor to have an
area of common or waste nearby.
Moreover, among the components of the
manor of Ashurst Wold in c.1560 is
Middle Parkden [37], a name which may
be a corruption of Sperchedene and
related to Upper Spartenden in the
1844 Wallhill-Grjnstead rental [38].

.A further complication is how part of Rrockhurst, an independent manor in Domesday, had by 1337 become involved in Walda and
so in our manor of Ashurst, paying quit rents by 1540-49 to both
Welldenn/Welde and Brambletye [39].
It may be fortuitous that
the site of Brockhurst is Ashurst Cottage on the 1841 tithe map
and Ashurst Lodge on the 1873 6" O.S.
Further research on Brockhurst is clearly desirable.
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The first mention of Ashurst Wood as a hamlet is in 1561 in
the parish register, the baptism of Fortune, daughter of John
Other members of the Payne family of
Payne of Asherst Wood [403.
Assherst/Assherst Wood are registered in the 1580s and 90s [41].
Since places of residence were then given only when necessary to
distinguish different families of the same name and since Walihill
is specified at the burial of Harrie Paine in 1581 [42] we may be
confident that the .Ashurst Wood family lived on or by the common
The burial of Johane, wife of John
in the inchoate village.
Allen of Assherst Wood in 1594 is the first reference to any other
family there [43].
Finally what looks like the easiest part, the meaning of the
name: ash, the tree, and hurst, a small hill, a small wood or a
But then, why .Ashurst Wood, a tautology unless eiwooded hill.
ther Wood here is yet another version of wald/weald/wold or by the
16th century hurst had been so long out of circulation in speech
or writing that Wood was added in ignorance of its meaning?
Once again, further suggestions, more documentary research
and some fieldwork will, one hopes, consolidate, undermine or claAny such
rify the material and interpretations presented here.
contributions will be welcome for our pages.
AFPRP11OIJGH'rS

(1) .A case might be made out for Ashurst Wood common as the meeting place for the hundred of East Grinstead, particularly if the
form Grinsted Wild could be traced before 1553.
Tt lies where
ancient east-west and north-south tracks cross and between the tithings of Shoveistrode and Brambletye within easy reach of the
eastern axis of manors [44].
Pending further consideration, however, I prefer my earlier suggestion of the site of Sackville College as the eponymous green stede where the hundred met [45].
(2) The discovery that the tithing of .Ashurst included Hazelden
means my suggestion that the lost name Isecombe in that tithing
belonged 'reasonably near Ashurst Wood' [46] may be over-confident
More work on defining the territories of each
and over-simple.
tithing is clearly desirable.
REFERENCES
E.G.S.B. = East Grinstead Society Bulletin; Hills = W.H.Hills, History of
East Grinstead (1906); Hills MSS = Papers of W.H.Hills in West Sussex Record
Office; PNSx = A.Mawer and F.M.Stenton, Place-names of Sussex, part 2 (1930);
S.A.C. = Sussex Archaeological Collections; S.R.S. = Sussex Record Society
[1] P.D.Wood, 'History of Ashurst Wood', Ashurst Wood News, no.6 (Sept.1979),
reprinted E.G.S.B. 41 (Spring 1987), pp.7f.
[2] J.Stapleton, 'The beginnings
[3] PNSx, p.
of Ashurst Wood', Ashurst Wood, 1086-1986 (N.D. but 1986), p.4
[5] Hundred Roll (Rev.W.
327
[4] by L.F.Salzman, S.A.C. 57 (1915), p.168
[6] ibid. 1285 & 87 and SubsiBudgen's notebook 110, Barbican House, Lewes)
dy Roll 1332 (S.R.S., vol.10 (1910), p.313) [7] S.R.S., vol.74 (1985), no.61
[8] MS list in my possession in Mr R.H.Wood's handwriting of those who did not
attend the hundred court (whereabouts of original not stated) collated with
[10] S.R.S., vol.38 (1932), p. 86
[9] Feudal Aids, p.319
other sources
[13] Lewes chartulary
[12] as note 2, p.25
[11] Petition (Hills, p.120)

N.

[15] Feet of Fines (S.R.S., vol.19
[14] ibid., p.76
(as note 10, p.83)
[16] Chancery Proceedings (S.A.C., vol.44 (1901), p.44) [17]
(19 ), p.13)
[19] Church terrier
[18] ibid., p.14
Feet of Fines (as note 15, pp.13f.)
[21] S.A.C., vol.109 (1971), PP. 28, 31, 27
[20] as note 11
(Hills, p.74)
[24] Surrey portion,
[22] Feet of Fines (PNSX, p.331)
[23] PNSx, p. 331
nos 25f. (Surrey Archaeological Collections, vol.43 (1935), pp.iOf.); Cambridgeshire portion, nos 2 & 39 (Cambridge Antiquarian Society & S.R.S. (1938),
[25] S.A.C., vol.6 (1853), p.218 (wrongly atpp.1, 17); as note 10, p.77
[27] ibid., pp.86f.
[26] as note 10, p.88
tributed to West Grinstead)
[29] Inquest a.q.d. (P.R.0. 19 Ed. II,
[28] S.R.S., vol.10 (1910), p. 202
[30] Inquest on William de Solere (Calendar of
no.116 [Mr P.D.Wood's notes])
[31] Star Chamber Proceedings (S.R.S.,
Inquests p.m. 9 (Ed. III), no.110)
[33]
[32] S.R.S., vol.42 (1937), p. 232 and Hills MSS
vol.16 (19 ), p.26)
[34] Hundred inquest (Ellis MSS among Hills
S.R.S.,vol.42 (1937), p. 232
[36] E.G.S.B. 59
[35] Buckhurst Terrier (S.R.S., vol.39 (1933), p.7
MSS)
[39] as note 21,
[38] as note 36
[37] as note 16
(Autumn 1996), pp.6f.
[411
ibid.,
pp.46, 140, 141,
pp.26f.,30f.
[40] S.R.S., vol.24 (1917), P.29
[44]
See
maps
in
E.G.S.B. 58
148
[43] ibid., p.145
[42] ibid., p.136
[45]
S.A.C.,
vol.129
(Spring 1996), pp.12f. and 61 (Spring 1997), p.9
[46] E.G.S.B. 62 (Autumn 1997), p. 18
(1991), pp.31f.

WARLEGE:
In my article on this place-name in Bulletin 64 (Spring
1998) 1 overlooked the possibility that the moat discussed could
have been designed for drainage, vital for a riverside habitation.
If it were, then wer, 'weir', is more likely as the original of
the first element of Warlege.
M.J.L.
LOCUS FOCUS (Forum of the Sussex Place-Names Met), vol.2, no-I.
5pring 1998) contained an article by Mr Leppard based on his
'Ironworking in Anglo-Saxon and later mediaeval East Grinstead' in
Bulletin 62 (Autumn 1997) but with additional, non-local, matter.
WALL HILL MAIL ROBBERY PAPERS

U. J. Leppard

The story of the Wall Hill mail robbery of 1801 was told in a
pamphlet published by Palmer & Son the following year, the work of
Thomas Palmer jun. (1775-1844) who, on behalf of his father, the
postmaster of East Grinstead, had undertaken the G.P.0.'s local
investigations.
Summaries of it are printed in [T.R.Pepper],
East Grinstead and its Environs (M.D. but 1885), pp.32-34 and W.H.
]fills, History of East Grinstead (1906), pp.219f.
A fuller account by Mr E.C.Byford, using the records Palmer kept, appeared in
his periodical Forest Row, vol.2, part 2 (June 1985), pp. 23-28 .
Those papers have now been given to the Town Museum by Mr P. de
Rougemont of Alderney and deposited by the ifuseum on indefinite
loan in the West Sussex Record Office, where they will be able to
be properly cared for.
They consist of letters, statements, financial accounts, receipts, annotated sketch maps, verses and official documents.
With them are two letters regarding an unrelated
and otherwise unrecorded prosecution of a post boy in 1800.

ADDENDA AND CORRIGENDA
References to earlier bulletins: first two digits Bulletin number, second two
See also pp.10 and 16 below for further addenda and corrigenda.
page number.

GOLDEN BOOTS [6113,6220,64081: Our Hampshire correspondent informs us that there is a golden boot over Russell & Bromleys in
Winchester High Street.

A LOST PLACE-NAME REPATRIATED (?)

M.J.Leppard

Agnes de Hyidhalle appears in the 1296 subsidy roll under the
tithing of Brambletye [1] which, it can be shown by collation with
other years and other documents, in that year silently includes
the tithings of Ashurst and Shoveistrode.
Agnes is listed among
Robert de Tldhalle appears in the
the Shovelstrode contingent.
subsidy rolls for 1327, when no tithings are specified at all, and
1332, when he is listed under Shoveistrode [2].
Tn 1341 Peter at
Jeldhalie witnesses a grant of lands in the manor of Schelvestrode
No later references to the name have so far been found but
[3].
in June 1844 George Ellis of East Grinstead, writing to the unreIT have part
lated Sir Henry Ellis of the British Museum, says:
of the manor of Shoveistrode, so called, in one deed of 1547; in
1649 in another deed, it is named Yealdall's, from a family, who,
in succession had long occupied it; in 1760, it is, in another
deed, called Sholvestrode or, Goodwins, the latter family had long
been the occupier'.
Tn February 1845, in a further letter, he
says: in 1547, it was called Sholvestrode and was the property
of "Will" Muschamp. of Peckham, Squiyre, he was also the owner of
Farligh, Ewehurst, and Elliots adjoining. Tn 1656 Win Muschamp of
East Horsley Surrey Esquire sold Sholestrode ... My title commences 1547.' Writing again in March he repeats much of this information, calling his property Lesser Sholvestrode (1547) and Lesser
Sholstrode Farm (1656). [4] The property referred to is clearly
that in lloltye Road now called Little Shovelstrode Hall, the Celrestvis of Domesday Book, which has enjoyed several other names in
between, not only the ones given above [5].
The present whereabouts of Ellis's deeds, if they survive, is
not known but support for his assertions comes, in rather garbled
form, in a reference in 1546 to a tenement and lands formerly Richard Yeales after William Mustyam paying rent to the manor of
Shoveistrode [6].
The connection between Yeales and Yealdalls,
if not fortuitous, is not clear. Just possibly the same name underlies Idolls leased with Colmans in 1577 in another Shoveistrode
document [7].
Invited to comment before the discovery of Ellis's apparent
reference, Prof. Coates says: I suppose the first element is Old
English gild pronounced "yild" as would be regular, without the
Scandinavian influence visible in guild.
The form of 1341 certainly suggests this.
In case this is startling historically, as
opposed to linguistically, it might be good to retain an option on
ield(u) 'old age, elders' (not found hitherto in place-names),
ylde 'men (poetic only)' (likewise).
But these really aren't
very plausible.
The nameforms appear to be personal names, as is
suggested by the -s of Idolls if that is relevant, so any guildhail referred to by the original of the name might be elsewhere,
of course. [8]
REFERENCES
[1] Sussex Record Society, vol.10 (1910), p.35
[2] ibid., pp.
202, 313
[3] East Sussex Record Office, SAS Gage part 2, 9/7
[4] Ellis
MSS among W.H.Hills MSS, West Sussex Record Office
[5] E.G. Society Bulletin
29 (Autumn 1980), p.4, 39 (Autumn 1985), p.3, 58 (Spring 1996), p.16

Letters & Papers Foreign & Domestic 1546
communication, 1 Nov. 1996

[6]

[7] as note 3, 9/10 [8] personal

For more information on George Ellis see Bulletin 37 (Autumn 1984)
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N. J Leppard

WASTE DISPOSAL

The article on the town's early water supply in our last issue has prompted consideration of how waste was disposed of before
the late 19th century drainage and sewage schemes recounted by
Hills [1].
Liquid waste could in a sense dispose of itself down roads,
paths, gullies and fissures 'without reference', in hills's memorOn 8 Decemable phrase, 'to any law save that of gravitation'.
ber 1580 William Gynninge was presented in the borough court for
turning his drainage between the church gate and the street and
ordered to remove it by 2 February [2].
Solid waste, including 'night soil', was liable to be dumped
in the street.
On 16 October 1578 Thomas Wright was presented in
the same court for depositing dung and sewage in the Queen's highOn 12
way and feeding pigs there, for which he was fined 3d 131.
October 1670 Robert Goodwin esquire was fined 20s. by the borough
court for carrying away several loads of soil out of the street
within the town [4], presumably for manuring his land.
He must
have pre-empted some official procedure, for great middens could
hardly have been allowed to accumulate.
The obvious way to dispose of them would have been on the fields closest to the town.
Although no documentary evidence is known for this, there is
support in the finds reported by Mr D.J.Skinner on the iTerontye
estate as building work began in November 1978.
Among cleared
top soil and by fieldwalking he found coins, buttons, buckles,
lead weights, wool seals, pilgrim souvenirs, lead tokens, a knife,
a key and a brooch, dated by him from the 11th century to Victorian times [5].
(Unfortunately they were never submitted for exHis
pert opinion and were taken with him when he left the town.)
conclusion, that fairs were held there, is unsupported by any evidence and inherently improbable; the proper place for early fairs
was in the centre of towns, as ours were.
The field which gave
its name to Fairfield Road was not the site of the fair but where
The finds are, however, just
livestock was held pending sale.
the sort of items likely toDe thrown on the dunghill with the rubbish or accidentally dropped in the street and thence periodically
Tt would be interesting to know if simiremoved to the fields.
lar objects have been found in gardens in College Lane, Fairfield
Road, West Street, De La Warr Road, etc., to corroborate this interpretation.
(It can be taken for granted that they are found
on the former portlands either side of the High Street.)
REFERENCES

[1]

W.H.Fhills, The History of East Grinstead (1906), pp.238f.

[2] View of frankpledge (East Sussex Record Office, SAS RF 19/F)
[4] Court leet (Kent Archive Office, E.181)
(P.R.0. DL30/126)
Grinsted Museum Society Newsletter 14 (June 1988), pp.5f.

[3] Ditto
[5] East

WELLS [6405-05]: Mr G.Wickenden informs us that the occupiers of

nos 1-11 and 2-4 High Street and 1-3 London Road still have in
their deeds a right of access, via the passage between 3 and 5
It is still there, disHigh Street, to a well behind nos 7-9.
used and overgrown but not covered or filled in.
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EARLY MUSIC—MAKING IN EAST GRINSTEAD'S FREE CHURCHES

M. J.Leppard

The publication of Mr Poffley's booklet on the organs at the
parish church [reviewed p45 beAøw ] has inspired this attempt to
put into print something about the early musical accompaniment to
local Free Church worship, though without the extent and depth of
his research.
Jury Cramp (born here 1846) and Edward Steer (came here 1856
aged 14) both recollected the 'singers' and instrumentalists at
Zion Chapel in their boyhoods: violins, flutes, bass viol (Steer)
or 'cello and English concertina (Cramp).
If they failed to appear Mr W.Lambert led the singing with his voice after Jury's father Thomas had first whistled the tune in his ear.
The congregation joined in the hymns, to such tunes as Calcutta and CranThese are melismatic 18th century tunes, the latter
brook [1].
best known now as 'On Ilkley Moor baht 'at', giving the congregation 'an opportunity to distinguish themselves' (Steer), probably
meaning improvising parts, a common practice in 19th century churches of all denominations.
By 1907, however, an organ was thought desirable in view of
new aesthetic ideals in worship, to retain young people and to attract non-churchgoers.
It cost £220, half of it given by the international philanthropist Andrew Carnegie, and was built by Rest
Cartwright of London. [2]
At Moat Church there was a choir from its opening in 1871.
A second-hand pipe organ was installed in 1874, replaced in 1884
and replaced again in 1937, this time in the gallery with a separate console in the chancel. [3]
Providence Strict Baptist Chapel, London Road, acquired an
organ around the turn of the century [4-].
At Providence Strict Baptist Chapel, Forest Row, the clarinets, violins and 'cellos lasted as late as c.1933 when a small
American organ was installed [5].
Probably they were the last local place of worship to abandon
instrumentalists but in the 1960s the organ's supremacy began to
be challenged everywhere by the guitar, primarily in the independent 'house churches', but gradually all denominations have seen
That,
other instruments find a place alongside their organs.
however, is another story, for which (as for the churches not mentioned here) I have as yet no information.
There
the organ,
our street
1887 until

was, of course, one denomination which never took up
the Salvation Army, whose silver band was a feature of
scene as well as the citadel from its start here in
its demise around 1960.

[1] Steer's reminiscences, serialised in the East Grinstead ObREFERENCES
server, 1899; Cramp's recollections in The Helpful Friend (magazine of Zion
Chapel), May 1911 [2] Contemporary fund-raising leaflet and F.H.Bustin, This
[3] J.T.Maxwell, 'Memories of Moat Church' (1916) ITS
and That (1961), p. 10
at the church]; W.H.Hills, History of East Grinstead (1906), p.92; N.E.Jones,
[4] Pupils of the secondary schools of East
100 Years of Moat (1971), p. 21
Grinstead., The Churches of East Grinstead and District (1965), p.15
[5]
ibid, p.22
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EARLY CYCLE-MAKERS IN
EAST GRINSTEAD

David Gould
LEFT: Enlarged detail from unattributed postcard showing
The
Kings' London Road shop.
man in overalls must be one of
the staff, perhaps a King, and
the bicycle and 'penny farthing'
probably some of the stock.
(The original of this picture is
of poor quality. A tter v'sion is in R.Michell & D.Gould,
East Grinstead Then and Now
(1985), no.26.)

In the East Grinstead Observer for 31 May 1923 W.H.Hills (the
Chiel) recorded that the first bicycle ever seen in East Grinstead
was made locally by George Potter and his brother at Cooper's shop
The machine was solid iron, including the wheels.
about 1860.
An old postboy rode it between the town and Ashurst Wood until one
day it fell on him and broke his leg.
One can only guess at which Cooper's shop the bicycle was
In 1862 there were James Cooper, furniture and ironmonger,
made.
and Richard Cooper, ironmonger, china and glass dealer.
In the 1890s it seems that cycling became sufficiently popuThere
lar for shops to be opened to cater for cyclists' needs.
were no cycle-makers in 1891 [census] in either the High Street or
London Road but two or three years later William King and Thomas
There
Taylor, cycle-makers, opened their shop at 59 High Street.
may have been a disagreement between them, for Taylor moved out
about 1902 and set up on his own as a bicycle-maker, first at 18A
These preHigh Street, then from about 1905 at 75 High Street.
mises were owned by Rice Bros until 1919, Thomas Taylor being the
He was
tenant until he bought the freehold on 5 March that year.
in Ireland during the Great War and the shop was closed for much
of that time.
In 1921 Harold John Pearson purchased the business from TayIt was
lor and ran it as a cycle, pram and gramophone store.
He
had
been
born
In
Maidstone
in
1891,
aphugely successful.
prenticed to Philpotts of Canterbury, opened his first cycle shop
An assisin Barham, moved back to Canterbury and then to Dover.
Advertisements 1931 (below) and 1909 (right)

H. J. PEARSON,
75 HIGH ST., EAST GRINSTEAD.
ALL THE. I.I\1)ING MAKES OF CYCLES STOCEED.
1'

D&

W. 2 H. KING,
Cycle Manufacturers.

PHONE 339.

Agt

LON l)ON ROAD,
EAST GRIN STEA I), Sussjx.
21

Makers of The KING OF CYCLES

WIWØ'rI

5K1!,LEI) REPAIRS TO ANY MAKE OF CYCLE.

All WIRELESS PARTS Stocked.

Accumulators Charged.

A,i(/ia,ixd ('OLUMB1.4 (;ianzo/Iioflr ACe ,,?. Large Shacks of GRAMOPhONES
and RECORDS.

Michl0 Motor Tyres, all sizes in Stock.
MOTOR CARS FOR HIRE.
Repair, of all kind, done on the premises by experienced
workmen. Cycles for Hire at reasonable term,.

12
tant, Dick Cole, worked for him from 1924 to 1939 and, according
to a feature in the East Grinstead Courier for 19 January 1984,
This presumthe shop made or repaired 'practically everything'.
ably included bicycles, though cycle-making is not mentioned in
the advertisement in the parish magazine for October 1931 reproduced opposite.
The business passed in 1949 to H.J.Pearson's son Norman, who
has run it ever since as a cycle engineer. The card in his window proclaiming 'We were established in 1893' is slightly misleading, for the date must refer to the establishment of King and Taylor's shop on a different site.
After Thomas Taylor's departure from 59 High Street, William
and Harry King - who made bicycles, sewing machines and mail carts
according to a 1903 advertisement - remained there until 1903,
moving to 2 London Road, where they also established a motor-car
works and car-hire business.
Their advertisement in the 1909 official guide is reproduced opposite, as is a picture of the shop.
William King, who had come from London, not only made cycles
One such medal was inbut raced on them, winning many awards.
scribed
Long Distance Rider, South Roads, William KING
128 miles in 11 hours 53 minutes
12th October 1890 - Catford Club
According to
Harried on 7 June 1896 he had nine children.
Graham Pollock, grandson of Kathleen Ann King (born in East Grinstead on 20 March 1898), the daughters were the first local girls
to ride bicycles.
The motor-car side of the business was
cle side and moved further down London Road
age at no.38 in about 1913, King's Garage.
rently looked after by Harry King, remained
mid-1920s.

separated from the cyto a newly-built garThe cycle shop, appain business until the

Charles Weller, cycle-maker at 66 London Road, appears in the
1899 Kelly's directory but had gone by 1903.
Rice Bros, 29-31 London Road, sold bicycles for many years
but probably did not make them.
A 1912 advertisement stated 'Extensive stocks are held of up-to-date cycles and accessories' and
a year later 'We are agents for all the best makes of cycles'.
By about 1897 George Knight, shoeing and general smith, of
London Road and West Street, had added cycle repairing to his activities.
From the 1920s to the SOs the only cycle shop in East Grinstead other than Pearson's was at 189 London Road, on the corner
of Moat Road. Its proprietor was William Liberty Ford, cycledealer and repairer who in addition hired out bicycles.
The
place was run by Harry Warner, a leading light in the local cycle
For a time he had worked for Pearson until the late 1920s.
club.
This brief summary has been compiled mainly from directory entries with the assistance of Messrs N.H.Pearson and M.J.Leppard.
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REMINISCENCES, 1923-45

Mrs A.M.Leppard

Mrs Annie Margaret Leppard (1909-98), your editor's mother, wrote these
reminiscences in 1985.
Her recollections of children's games at Ashurst Wood
School in 1923 were printed in Bulletin 11 (Jan. 1973) and reprinted in Ashurst
Wood County Primary School, 1873-1973 (1973).
Her memories were also sometimes drawn upon for information in other articles.
The original of these reminiscences is now in the West Sussex Record Office (Add MS 47.942).
I first came to East Grinstead in December 1923 when my father came to work as an estate carpenter for Major Larnach-Nevill at
Brambletye. We lived in one of a pair of cottages opposite a
house named the Cuttens.
That piece of road from Windmill Lane
to the turning to Ashurst Wood was called Cuttens Hill. The cottages are still there but have been extended and are now privately
owned. I had one term at .Ashurst Wood School. Mr Wray was the
headmaster. I then went away to work and returned in January
1928 to work as house parlour maid for the Misses Harvey at the
Manor House, Lewes Road, between Oakleigh and where my parents
lived. I stayed there until I got married in 1933.
My husband was a lorry driver for Gassons the builders' merchants in the town.
We lived in the cottage next to their yard.
It was a little two-up and two-down place with the front door
opening into the living room.
The floor there was brick and the
kitchen cemented.
There was a copper in one corner and a gas
Our
cooker in another.
A small larder led off from one side.
coal was brought through the back to a cupboard under the stairs.
I had £2 a week for housekeeping, lOs. of which went on rent every
week.
Gas was a penny in the slot and electricity a shilling.
There was a small rebate when the meters were emptied.
There
Mr Elphick came every week with paraffin, soap, etc.
was one soap with which, if you saved so many wrappers, you got a
free towel.
We had lcwt of coal a week from Paynes, which cost
2s.
It was delivered then by men
Later we had it from Bests.
I remember seeing one of Bests' horses
with horses and carts.
fall outside Allen's engineering works, near Stennings' yard.
Albert Crowhurst was driving it and they had quite a job removing
the shafts and harness.
Those days one could buy 2oz of tea, butter or cheese or ¼1h
of sugar.
If we needed a doctor for the children or me and he
If we went to the surcame to the house he charged 5s. a visit.
gery it was 3s.6d. We also had to pay for prescriptions. We
had our milk delivered by Fred Gange, who had a small band that
played at local dances. He left 1 pint at 5 a.m., then came
Ernie Ralchin
about four hours later to see if we wanted more.
brought bread and cakes daily from Fords, just along the road, in
a handcart.
Brighton Jack [fish-hawker] was a familiar figure in
.A Mr Home from West Street was the chimneythe town then.
sweep.
It was quite common to see a dead horse on a flat cart
covered with sacks, often with its legs sticking out, driven
through the town.
The year before the war there was a trial evacuation of chilThey were placed in the Salvadren from London for two weeks.
People who were prepared to
tion Army hall, opposite our house.

take them in just came along and took who they thought suitable.
My son was not a year old then but as there were still some childWhen I got
ren left by late afternoon I decided I'd take one.
there they had two brothers that they didn't want to part, so I
They
One was four years old and the other three.
took them.
had very little with them, no night clothes, so we put them to bed
They were quite well behaved and
in old shirts of my husband's.
thought we must be very rich as we had jam and cake for tea every
They, and a lot of others, cried when they had to return
day.
home, nearly all of them with toys or new clothes.
My husband was in the army for the last three years of the
Before that he was an auxiliary fireman and then in the
war.
During the Battle of Britain bullets fell all around
Home Guard.
There weren't many days when out shopping that we didn't
US.
have to go into one of the air-raid shelters, especially when the
doodlebugs were about.
OTHER THINGS REMEMBERED OF THE PERIOD 1928-33

Mr Edwards of Ashurst Wood delivered bread from Jones of ForStan Parsons ran a carrier service by
est Row by horse and van.
Mrs
Jenner
delivered milk in large cans which
horse and cart.
She cam from Cherry Tree Farm,
she measured out into our jugs.
Mr Slater cycled from Dunnings to collect, repair
.Ashurst Wood.
Errand boys whistled as they cycled along.
and return shoes.
There was an ice-cream man with his 'Stop me and buy one' tricycle
and a knife-grinder with his handcart.
I remember too seeing straw on the road outside the house
which stood in front of Sackville College to deaden traffic noise.
I saw the fire at CromSomeone must have been very ill there.
I remember hearing hymn tunes rung on
well House [9 Dec. 19281.
St Swithun's church bells on Sunday mornings.
NOTE: The cottage, 159 London Road, now demolished, is illustrated and discussed in Bulletin 16 (Feb. 1975), pp.6f.

Michael F. Poffley, SOME NOTES ON THE ORGANS OF THE PARISH CHURCH
EAST GRIPISTEAD
OF
.G-Dyson
...

'Some notes' is a characteristically modest title for a fascinating and well researched account of the four successive organs
at St Swithun's, covering church politics, fashions and finances
as well as technical specifications.
In common with many parish
churches, St Swithui's acquired its first modern organ early in
the last century, thereby replacing the band of local musicians
that had no doubt provided accompaniments from the gallery ever
since the Commonwealth period, when earlier organs were systematically destroyed.
The first of the more recent organs was a barrel organ which worked on the cylinder-roll principle and had a
repertoire of 30 'sacred tunes'.
Subsequent instruments were
finger organs and involved the formal appointment of organists to
play them.
The third organ was presented by St Margaret's Convent in 1883, though its installation five years later proved an
elaborate and costly operation.
The present instrument, a Morgan
and Smith installed in 1937, was fully restored in 1995.
(Parochial Church Council, 1998, £1, at the church)

16
FREE CHURCHES [5405-8,5504,5706,5823,6511]

M.J.Leppard

Four-figure references in square brackets are Bulletin and page numbers for the
informaticn already published, bold numbers refer to the location map at
5406f., single numbers in square brackets are footnotes to this article.

1 ZION CHAPEL [5405,5706,6511]
It may be unsafe to associate
this cause with the Countess of Huntingdon's Connexion from the
The Rev. F.H.Bustin stated that there was evidence (unstart.
specified) that it was an outreach from the Connexion's chapel at
Tunbridge Wells, less probably from that at Brighton, but the conveyance of trust to the Connexion is dated 21 Dec. 1815 and it was
completely made over, by deed of gift, on 19 June 1830 [1].
3 NORTH END SUNDAY SCHOOL [5405,5706] was proposed 7 Dec. 1883
and established by 20 Feb. 1884 with 25 children.
On 25 March
1885 it was agreed that Zion would in future bear half the cost of
the North End School and Mission. [2]
This seems to be the typical 19th century procedure of starting with a school and adding
services for adults as soon as it was running successfully.
(One
may wonder if it was also intended to be rivalled by North End
Church of England day school, opened 1 June 1885 by the Stenning
family, who went on to found St Mary's church.)
5 METHODIST SCHOOLROOM ON COMMON [5405], whose precise location
is unknown, is probably to be identified with the Wellington Town
Meeting House served by lay preachers mentioned in Harrod's Directory of Sussex for 1867.
It would have been somewhere near our
Wellington Town Road.
This
15, 16 BAPTIST MEETING ROOM AND CHAPEL [5408,5706,6511]
cause began in 1876 when a Mr Smith, a Strict Baptist from the
Gower Street Chapel in London, moved to East Grinstead where he
had bought a business and opened his home for worship until the
room over 80 London Road was occupied.
Previously people of his
persuasion had walked to Forest Row or Crowborough, whose pastor
Mr Littleton was instrumental in moving Mr Smith to provide accommodation.
In 1890 the members formed themselves into a church,
from which date records survive. [3]
One could bear to know more
about this Mr Smith.
An additional cause appears to be the MISSION ROOM at 140 London
Road recorded in Dixon's East Grinstead almanack for 1894.
REFERENCES
[1] F.H.Bustin, This and That (1961), pp.1, 3
[2] Zion Sunday
School minute book (seen when at the chapel; now with the Connexion's records
[3] Susan Read, 'Providence Strict Baptist Chapel' in Pupils of
in Essex)
the secondary schools of East Grinstead, The Churches of East Grinstead and
District (1965), p.15; Roger Homan, 'Mission and Fission', Sussex Archaeological Collections, vol.135 (1997), pp.265, 271, 281
I am grateful to Mr Poffley for comments on a first draft of my article on p.11
above.

AS WE SAW OURSELVES (1): 'A sort of hobbledehoy village through
which runs the high road between London and Lewes' - pseudonymous
letter from the Rev. C.W.P.Crawfurd of East Court (born at Saint
Hill, 1826), The Times, 2 Feb. 1879 [cutting in his scrapbook]

